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Abstract
This whitepaper describes history and aim of registry-to-registry communication system EMDIS, its
technical background, existing software implementations, governance and status.
It discusses challenges of EMDIS, based on WMDA meetings discussion, EMDIS working group
meetings and the EMDIS survey. It explains technical issues that are existent, but not yet business
critical. Still there is a common understanding that the EMDIS world should be revamped and
modernized.
Derived from the long experience of the participating registries and the current demands of the
community, the paper defines the goals of the revamp aims, such as modern and commonly
accepted technologies, faster communication between registries, standard and freely available
software components and technologies, smooth transition from existing technologies to new
approach and open development process. The idea is to modernize the technology stack by keeping
the reliability and robustness of the existing system.
This whitepaper proposes way forward to develop EMDIS protocol into new version (EMDIS 4.0 or
EMDIS Connect). It explains and demonstrates solutions to upgrade EMDIS to a modern
communication platform that meets expectations of all stakeholders in the WMDA community,
including EMDIS and non-EMDIS registries, registries that want to keep existing IT systems and
registries that develop new systems, search coordinators and technical people. All proposed
technologies are modern, but as easy as possible to adopt for existing EMDIS registries.
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1. Introduction
The original EMDIS vision was to make international donor searches as easy and transparent as
national ones by linking the national computer systems. Of course, the prerequisite to make this
objective worthwhile was an adequate national infrastructure to serve as reference and as docking
point for such an international network.
From the beginning, the basic concepts of EMDIS were modern, powerful, flexible and durable
considering that they were invented well before the internet was born. Still it took a few years until
the partners could polish up their local and national systems to fully unleash the full power of the
EMDIS concepts. 25 years later, EMDIS is linking about 40 registries in all continents and is the defacto standard for business-to-business connections between donor registries.
Although the “powerful and durable concepts” mentioned above still perform their duties reliably
and fast for adequate local end points, it is time for an overhaul for two main reasons. First, in the
early 1990ies it was necessary to develop proprietary modules for certain functions for which now
powerful and flexible open source components are readily available and maintained by a strong user
community. Second, new potential members as well as existing EMDIS partners refurbishing their
infrastructure are reluctant to invest into old and proprietary technology and have their staff acquire
the pertaining know-how.
The current opportunities for modernization primarily comprise the following:
 The communication layer ECS which exists in at least two flavors (PERL-ECS and ESTER) which
turns email into a communication channel which is safe and secure (i. e. uses signed and
encrypted communication and detects missing or incomplete messages). Modern messaging
system allow shorter turn-over times and finer message granularity.
 The internal message format FML is definitely outdated and should be replaced by today’s
standard XML.
 Data replication and/or centralized matching services should replace the patient broad cast and
the amalgamation of heterogeneous match-lists over longer periods.
This transition should be smooth and while old and new are functioning in parallel structural changes
should be minimized to avoid further investment into the old systems.
At the same time, the strengths of EMDIS should be essentially preserved:






A clean modular architecture structured in layers with well-defined interfaces.
A motivated community, both on the level of users, technical people and executives.
Democratic and transparent decision processes always considering the cost-benefit balance.
An established innovation process (implementation packages with milestones).
No dependence on external funding in spite of continuous innovation.

This white paper describes the history, nature and state of EMDIS, discusses the challenges it
currently faces and outlines the best options for and a smooth transition to an innovative and open
EMDIS meeting the demand of the next decade.
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2. History and aim of EMDIS
Initiated in 1992 as a European Union Project in the 3rd Framework Programme "Advanced
Informatics in Medicine (AIM)", the European Marrow Donor Information System (EMDIS) has
become the standard platform for computer-based registry communication today.
The aim of EMDIS was to establish a single virtual international donor registry allowing search
coordinators to get the same information and services on international donors as accurately, timely
and easily as from their own national donors. The scope of operation intended to cover all aspects of
an unrelated donor search from the preliminary search to the donor workup. Technically, EMDIS
defines an open specification of a protocol for the electronic communication among registries.
Therefore, EMDIS is implemented as an asynchronous peer-to-peer network connecting distributed,
heterogeneous databases. Membership of EMDIS is free of charge. The community provides
documentation, status information, software tools, support and a project management platform. [1]
In the first EMDIS pilot the connectivity was based on long distance calls by using UUCP protocol
(Unix-to-Unix Copy) which was replaced by internet email in 1993/1994. A major improvement was
the introduction of signed and encrypted e-mails in 2000/2001. In 2010 EMDIS adopted the new HLA
nomenclature and introduced EMDIScord mirroring. Changes of the EMDIS protocol are
implemented by Implementation packages. Last Implementation Package 15 (deployed from
February to April 2019) upgrades EMDIS protocol to the version 3.15.

3. Technical background
The PGP/GnuPG decrypted content of an EMDIS message is a text in a special format called Flexible
Message Language (FML). EMDIS emails are not read by humans, but computer systems that parse
the FML text into elemental attributes and data fields for further processing.
On the basis of this technical background about 30 message types are defined, including preliminary
search requests and patient updates, search results, typing requests and results, sample requests,
notification of sample arrival date and sample testing results, IDM (Infectious disease markers)
requests and results, donor reservation requests and results, workup requests and results, etc.
The most advanced feature in EMDIS is the donor search process. When a national Patient registry
initiates an international donor search for a specific patient, the patient's data are broadcasted to
other EMDIS Donor registries. Every recipient (i.e. computer system) makes a donor search in the
local database using its own algorithm and technology and replies with a set of potential donors.
Then the requesting Patient registry composes these partial results into one global EMDIS search
result. In practice, these results are received within several hours.
After this procedure, the patient is in the “Preliminary status” and no further action is taken. But the
local Patient registry can change this status to “Active” by broadcasting the Patient status change
message to other Donor registries. The preliminary search result could be outdated after a few days.
If the patient is in the Active status, every remote Donor registry runs a regular repeat search process
for this patient and checks if the search result has changed. The differential update is sent back to
the patient’s registry. It could contain new and better donors than previously reported ones or other
changes in the current search result.
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Finally, when the patient case is closed, the national Patient registry broadcasts the Patient status
change message with the new status “Stopped” and the repeat search process of this patient is
ended.

Figure 1: EMDIS communication. HUB is a national stem cell Donor/Patient registry.

4. Software implementation
The basic components of the EMDIS software include:
1. An email system to send and receive messages
2. Software based on ECS (EMDIS Communication System) rules to control the sending and
receipt of messages
3. Software to encrypt and decrypt messages
4. Software to validate and digest the EMDIS FML message (the FML parser). FML = Flexible
Message Language.
5. Functions to interpret, process and respond to messages – EMDIS message processor.
6. Search engine to run preliminary and repeat searches
7. User interface to create and manage EMDIS messages

The first four components usually exist outside of the registry software. There are two most widely
used implementations:




ESTER (ECS message Transfer between EMDIS Registries) middleware developed by Steiner,
Ltd. that uses the FML parser developed by ZKRD. ESTER runs under the Windows operating
system.
PerlECS developed by NMDP is a platform independent implementation of the first three
components.

The fifth, sixth and seventh components, the EMDIS message processor, search engine and user
interface, are the most complex ones. There are three types of implementation:
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Self-made registry computer system (e.g. NMDP, ZKRD, FGM, IBMDR, etc.)
Usage of other registry computer system or hosting solution.
Commercial computer system Prometheus (e.g. Sweden, Finland, BBMR, etc.).

EMDIS implementation can vary from one registry to another. Typically, a patient registry receives a
search or sample request from its own national or regional transplant center by e-mail or fax. These
are then passed via EMDIS to the active EMDIS node(s) concerned. Responses to these requests are
sent back from the external EMDIS nodes and then relayed by some other means to the originating
transplant center. This is patient-related EMDIS messaging.
If the local system implements the original idea of a ‘single virtual international registry’, it must
maintain the same status of the patient in all EMDIS registries. And this could include the national
registry itself. Then there is no difference between a local and a remote search, it is only an EMDIS
search. The advantage is that the local system also notifies changes of search result as it does for
foreign patients.
The donor registry can also receive and respond to search or sample requests from other patient
registries directly via EMDIS. This is donor-related EMDIS messaging.
Not all registries have chosen, or are able, to respond to all of the available EMDIS messages and
some registries process donor-related messages only.

5. EMDIS Governance
Bidirectional messaging between registries follows highly structured protocols and standard
nomenclature agreed and controlled by the EMDIS community.
The EMDIS organizational structure and rules are described by EMDIS House Rules and reflect the
procedures of a working party with a high level of user involvement and a focus on practical issues.
EMDIS User Group coordinates the advancement of EMDIS to achieve the goals of the network;
sanctions and approves new EMDIS Users; validates and prioritizes User needs; liaises with the
Technical Group over specifications, time-tables and feasibility of requirements.
EMDIS Technical Group protects the integrity of the EMDIS system, technology and infrastructure;
defines technical requirements for the participation in EMDIS, defines interfacing rules and prepares
the necessary documentation; reviews proposals for new developments emanating from the User
Group; prepares specifications and timetables for implementation by national development teams;
liaises with the User Group and the national development teams of the member registries.
These groups meet regularly to discuss requests for change and to oversee the implementation of
new versions of EMDIS.
EMDIS membership is open to unrelated donor registries (WMDA members) that actively use the
EMDIS system (EMDIS hubs). Membership application has to be submitted to the chair of the EMDIS
User Group for review and be approved by the EMDIS User Group.

6. Status of EMDIS
EMDIS has grown over the years. From the network of 3 developing and 9 other testing registries in
1994 [2] to 45 members in 2019. From European system only to the World-wide system that is now
being used also in Americas, Australia, Asia, and Africa.
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It is deployed in the largest registries in the world (NMDP, ZKRD) having more than 8 million donors,
but also at small registries with less than 2,000 donors (Macedonia).
Today, EMDIS covers about 90% of all potential unrelated stem cell donors and cord blood units
registered in Search & Match Service (former BMDW). About 20,000 patients are currently actively
searching for a donor in EMDIS.

7. Challenges of EMDIS
Despite being very successful in last 25 years, EMDIS faces new challenges:
a)
b)
c)
d)
e)
f)

Outdated technology - emails and FML
Alignment with the Search & Match Service
Gaps in the communication matrix
Wider adoption
Missing functionality
GDPR

To better understand challenges for EMDIS, the EMDIS chairmen have prepared the EMDIS Survey
to its members. The Survey was sent out in December 2018 and responses collected by the end of
January 2019. 38 EMDIS members (80%) responded.

7.1.

Outdated Technology

The technology for EMDIS has been selected 25 years ago. It still works well, but technology of some
layers is outdated. The most criticized are two home-brew components:



EMDIS Communication System based on emails. Transfer and processing of emails also cause
communication delays.
Non-standard file format (FML).

This creates difficulties for newly developed applications, because the technologies do not have
ready-to-use open source implementations or support tools. If EMDIS uses state-of-the-art
technologies, developers will have plenty of choices of open source tools.
30% EMDIS members would replace emails by modernized B2B messaging platform within the next
two years, 36% would address it in next 2-5 years or when no more urgent things are pending. 6%
do not see benefits. The rest does not know.
33% EMDIS members think replacement of FML by XML should be addressed within the next two
years, 39% would address it in next 2-5 years or when no more urgent things are pending. 8% EMDIS
members do not see benefits. The rest does not know.

7.2.

Alignment with the Search & Match Service

Since 2017, WMDA has taken over BMDW and has implemented the new WMDA Search & Match
Service, which took over the function of the classical BMDW.
The new WMDA Search & Match (SM) Service has adopted the EMDIS Data Dictionary with minor
changes (WMDA Data Dictionary). The old format (DOT20) has been replaced by XML file format and
XML Schema Definition file has been adopted from the German-Australian draft. SM Service and
EMDIS differ in file format (XML vs. FML), although they use similar Data Dictionaries.
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17% of EMDIS members do not provide the same donor data to WMDA SM Service and EMDIS.
Newly formed WMDA Data Dictionary group intends to oversee change requests to EMDIS Data
Dictionary, SM Data Dictionary and WMDA Forms. Similarly, a new RFC (Request For Change) process
is being developed by WMDA to coordinate development in all WMDA IT tools and systems. The RFC
process reorganization is not being finished and postpones approval of several RFCs initiated by
EMDIS members.
But the main problem is these two systems are not integrated. Search coordinators use one or both
to search for potential stem cell donors. EMDIS does not include data of all WMDA registries, but
provides more up-to-date search results and repeat search feature. WMDA SM Service provides
easy-to-use web-based user interface, but does not provide API to further process and integrate data
in the local system.
56% of EMDIS members think WMDA SM Service should be integrated with EMDIS.
64% of EMDIS members think EMDIS should implement WMDA patient upload API.
61% of EMDIS members think EMDIS should implement the option to get BMDW donors search
results back to local system via EMDIS.
66% of EMDIS members would consider to replace the current distributed EMDIS matching with a
centralized matching service, e.g. as provided by WMDA SM Service.

7.3.

Gaps in the Communication Matrix

EMDIS is peer-to-peer (P2P) network. When a new registry becomes EMDIS member, it is not
automatically connected to all other EMDIS members. Two partners need to agree on and establish a
new connection on P2P basis. This may require data management steps:




Synchronization of addresses of institutions.
Update of patient records in local systems exchanged previously via other communication
channel (fax), to avoid duplicates.
Update of open requests.

and some technical steps:



Exchange of PGP keys
Exchange of email addresses.

EMDIS has been criticized it has gaps in the Communication Matrix.
No EMDIS member is connected to all other EMDIS members.
There are multiple reasons for these gaps, but the Survey shows they are not related to the EMDIS
technology.
11 EMDIS members were not aware of missing connections and new EMDIS members.
6 EMDIS members claim their partners are not interested to establish connection.
4 EMDIS members have legal reasons – they do not want to establish and maintain an EMDIS
connection to a registry without business arrangements with them.
Other reasons are: Business reasons (connection with unreliable payer, economic sanctions, etc.),
cost-benefit reasons (registries with low activity), lack of IT resources and other organizational
priorities. Also it does not make sense to connect two registries that provide only donors.
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Wider adoption

EMDIS has never been too difficult to join. Any B2B automation requires a functional, sufficiently
sophisticated and well administered IT local system which is the real bar to cross. Still, we think that
the current EMDIS technology has come to an end-of-life and needs evolution with regards to:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Technology
Efficient, community-owned Search, Match & Connect
Business requirements
Privacy

86% of EMDIS members think EMDIS is not too difficult to join.
... but we need to ask non-EMDIS members as well.
What are the registries you would like to be connected to, but they are not yet in EMDIS?
• 9: Portugal, Turkey
• 5: India (Datri, Mumbai)
• 5: China
• 2: Argentina, Hong Kong, Héma-Québec
• 1: Iran, Israel Hadassah, Mexico, Russia, Saudi Arabia, Uruguay, Taiwan, Korea, Serbia, Japan
... these are the registries we should address with new solutions.

39% registries think there is medium or high impact of the missing EMDIS connections on searching
donors for own patients.
58% registries think there is medium or high impact of the missing EMDIS connections on providing
donors to other countries.

7.5.

Missing functionality

The ideas for missing functionalities or data fields must be handled and prioritized carefully. They
only make sense if the community agrees to go in this direction (e.g. like valid electronic signatures)
and if the majority of EMDIS partners implements those features to have a real benefit.
What functionality or data fields are you missing in EMDIS?
• 25 registries: Possibility to send documents (PDF files)
• 18: Valid electronic signatures on messages (and transferred documents).
• 12: Using document transfer to integrate the donor-workup/transplant/follow-up process.
•
•
•

20: Workup requests - formalized EMDIS messages
16: Patient follow-up
16: Mapping of the whole donor-workup/transplant/follow-up process into structured
messages (according to the EMDIS request-response paradigm).

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

13: Billing
11: RFC42: HLA typing via GL Strings
9: RFC65: KIR on allele level
7: New cellular therapy products, cryopreserved marrow, banked antiviral T-cells, etc.
5: RFC63: HLA-E
4: RFC64: MICA/MICB
5: Something else, please specify
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1: None

7.6.

GDPR

There is no consensus if EMDIS is GDPR compliant or not.
47% EMDIS registries think Patient name can be excluded from EMDIS communication until some
stage, but 39% EMDIS registries want to keep it at all stages.
About 20 registries gave some comments and ideas. They can be grouped into these opinions:
 Keep status quo, all data are important to identify and follow up the patient
 We can replace date of birth by year of birth
 Patient can be pseudonymized until VT stage
 GRIP (global patient ID) is needed

8. Goals of a new solution
As mentioned above, technical issues are existent, but not yet business critical. Still there is a
common understanding that the EMDIS world should be revamped and modernized.
Derived from the long experience of the participating registries and the current demands of the
community the revamp aims for the following goals:


Modern and commonly accepted technologies.



Faster communication between registries.



Easy „buy-in“ with standard software components and technologies.



Usage of open and freely available components – no additional license costs or potential
vendor lock-ins.



Platform independence (servers) and support for many programming languages (client
libraries).



Fast and easy setup of the software stack.



Choice to host locally or use a cloud based approach.



Smooth transition from existing technologies to new approach.



Open development process where participating members are part of discussions and
decisions.

The idea is to modernize the technology stack by keeping the reliability and robustness of the
existing system. Furthermore, the existing EMDIS registries need a path to smoothly migrate to the
new stack.
Besides the technological perspective it is important to keep the existing community processes to
evolve and improve the system. Therefore, it may make sense to tweak the existing processes (user
group, technical group, RFC process) to get people even more involved.
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9. Modern technologies and new solutions for EMDIS
From the technological perspective the two main issues are the transport accomplished via email,
and the data format, which is proprietary FML. Although both parts are still working they have some
flaws:


Email is hard to configure, it’s complicated to get encrypted messages enriched with the
needed meta information (sequence numbers etc.)
But the concept of having messages sent in an asynchronous way with some sort of “store
and forward” seems still to be the right concept.



FML is easy to read, but there are not too many parsing libraries for all the modern
programming languages around.
Back in the day when EMDIS started, XML did not exist (born 1996).



With the advent of having central donor repositories (WMDA SM&C or inventory exchange
between registries) some communication scenarios also changed or need adoption.
Basically the semantics and the message type still make sense today, but may need
improvement in some details.

Registry-to-registry communications workshops in London 2018 have proposed Future State that
combines the best of two worlds (EMDIS and Search & Match). There should be a "new cloud" that
connects various systems and provides interfaces to WMDA Search and Match Service, computer
systems using new APIs and computer systems using existing EMDIS protocol.
EMDIS does not have to be completely redesigned. We can keep EMDIS know-how (layered
architecture, EMDIS semantics and EMDIS data dictionary) and focus on the replacement of old
technology. We should definitely replace our home-brew stuff (FML, ECS) with new standard open
source technology. Technology upgrade will probably not bring an immediate benefit to end user,
but cannot be postponed forever.
We propose a solution that:





Provides new modern APIs and worldwide acceptable and standardized registry-to-registry
messaging platform.
Takes the best of EMDIS world that has already been adopted by WMDA Search & Match
(EMDIS Data Dictionary, EMDIS Semantics)
Does not ''force" EMDIS registries to immediately update or do changes to organisations’
legacy IT investments.
In the long term nobody wants to implement two co-existing (EMDIS) protocols. The solution
allows for an easy transformation for EMDIS registries. This decreases risk of poor adoption
of new platform and decreases costs to maintain two protocols.

9.1.

Layered EMDIS architecture

The layered local architecture of EMDIS is right! We can benefit from it and this is the key aspect of
proposed solution.
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Image: Technology review of EMDIS layers and components.
The image shows EMDIS layers as described in the chapter Software implementation. It highlights the
best of EMDIS, but also the outdated technology or overlapping component to WMDA Search &
Match Service.

Image: Scheme of EMDIS standard is on the left side and its implementation in the Australian
system is on the right side. Australian system is being used by AU, TH, NZ and SG.
An EMDIS registry implementing EMDIS protocol has to implement all these layers and components.
Let's take the Australian system as an example. Australia is using ESTER middleware to connect to
EMDIS. The image above shows software components of the Australian system.
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If we replace the criticised FML file format by XML, we can simplyreplace EsterFML component by
EsterXML one. Instead of parsing and composing FML text by home-brew FML parser, we would
parse and compose XML text by standard open source tools.
If we replace the criticised emails by modern enterprise B2B messaging platform, we can replace
EsterECS component by a new EsterB2B component that will communicate via API instead of emails.

Image: Technology upgrade of EMDIS layers and its impact on EMDIS components.
The key benefit of this upgrade is EMDIS registries can keep their investments. In our explanation we
have used ESTER middleware that is being used by 2/3 of EMDIS registries. For example, the
Australian registry would not have to change single line of code, they would just upgrade ESTER
middleware. This would significantly help to increase adoption of new technologies.
"Ester hides the complexity for us, so wouldn’t make that much difference to our registry"

9.2.

AMQP based messaging instead of email

The modern interpretation of an email based machine to machine (M2M) communication are
message queues (MQ). Most MQ solutions are proprietary, bound to specific languages or platforms
or have some specific scope. With the goal in mind to only support freely available and open
technologies there are not too many options left. AMQP, MQTT, XMPP are some of them.
The best fit for EMDIS purposes, however, seems to be AMQP (www.amqp.org). It is an open
standard (ISO, OASIS) binary wire protocol that may be used with central servers (broker) for
sending, queuing and forwarding messages. By defining a wire protocol (contrary e.g. to JMS from
the Java world that defines just an API) interoperability between different platforms is guaranteed.
The protocol itself takes care of the things that must be separately implemented in “classical” EMDIS:
order of messages, transport encryption, additional message properties, guaranteed delivery,
encoding.
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AMQP is integrated into several free and commercial message brokers, but also available on cloud
platforms.
Those brokers allow for different infrastructure scenarios. It is possible to establish a central broker
or to have one broker per registry. Hybrid scenarios seem also to be possible, e.g. having dispatch
routers on each continent. The exact design will be one of the main tasks in the next steps towards a
new messaging infrastructure.

9.3.

Conversion of ECS to a Modern Enterprise Messaging

We have been investigating modern B2B messaging platform that would replace emails.
There are multiple messaging models and protocols. Messaging model that fits our needs is Point-toPoint, where the message is delivered to one consumer (recipient). Other model is Publish and
Subscribe that is rather used for broadcast messaging and in situations where publisher does not
know subscribers.

Image: Point-to-point messaging model.
Commonly used messaging protocol is called AMQP (Advanced Message Queuing Protocol),
www.amqp.org. It is open international standard for passing business messages between
applications or organizations. It is recognized as ISO/IEC 19464 standard and as OASIS Standard
(international open standards consortium).
AMQP messages are handled by Message brokers. Message broker is used for communication among
applications by exchanging messages. Message brokers are building blocks of message oriented
middleware (MOM).
There are other open protocols available as well (e.g. MQTT, XMPP), but AMQP seems to fit best.
Additionally a goal is to only consider protocols that are freely available, are platform independent
and support different servers (brokers) and client technologies.
Open implementations for AMQP are for example RabbitMQ, Apache Qpid and Apache Artemis.
Language bindings for AMQP access include libraries for C#, Java, Python, C, PHP, node.js and Go.
RabbitMQ (https://www.rabbitmq.com/) is an open source message broker software. Its client
libraries are available for all major programming languages (Java, .NET, node.js, Ruby, PHP and many
more).
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Image: RabbitMQ architecture
RabbitMQ is a general purpose messaging solution that is platform neutral and offers great support
for many clients and development tools. RabbitMQ claims to be the most popular and most widely
used open source message broker. It is secure, lightweight and has plugin architecture.
RabbitMQ supports AMQP protocol, but supports also other protocols, if needed. For our demo, we
have used default RabbitMQ protocol which is AMQP 0-9-1.
For a production scenario it is considered to switch to AMQP 1.0 which is the latest protocol version.
It is also the version that is standardized by ISO and OASIS. Although most brokers can deal with
different AMQP versions and are also able to convert between them, AMQP 1.0 is more different to
its predecessors than the name suggests.
The Appendix A demonstrates how RabbitMQ can be used in EMDIS.

9.4.

XML as replacement format for FML

A main criticism on FML is that there are not as many choices for parsing libraries as there are for
XML. Also most of todays developers are familiar with XML and how to handle it. For short: XML is
the widely adopted standard when it comes to M2M communication.
Another issue with FML is the limited and fixed field length that makes it difficult to deal with data
fields where the length limits may vary (e.g. GL strings). Despite the name it’s not that flexible as it
should be to allow for easy adoptions.
The Appendix B demonstrates how FML can be replaced by XML.

9.5.

Transition phase

One of the goals is to help EMDIS registries to adopt to new technologies and shorten the period
registries have to support two technical standards in parallel. Still there will be transition phases to
smoothly switch over to the new technology stack (evolution instead of revolution):
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Image: Transition to EMDIS 4.0
9.5.1. Suggested transition phases
Phase I : Communication


Establish AMQP as a parallel communication path



Message format will stay FML, but message queues will receive one message per FML
statement

Phase II: Data format and semantics


Introduction of XML as message format



Transition phase where both formats (XML and FML) will be sent in parallel



Streamline (XML) messages, e.g. remove sequence numbers and move meta information into
Message properties

Phase III: Cut off email and FML and implement additional services


Remove the ability to send FML over email



Add additional features as requested by early users (e.g. sending of documents, user to user
chat, ...)

9.5.2. Backward compatibility solutions
There are two options how to implement backward compatibility to partners that still use email
technology:


ESTER supports both RabbitMQ and email communication in parallel. Communication via
modern B2B platform can be switched individually per partner registry. ESTER can also serve
as proxy that translates classic EMDIS emails to RabbitMQ messaging and vice versa.



RabbitMQ has some tools and plugins that can be used. For example the SMTP Gateway
Plugin for RabbitMQ (https://github.com/gotthardp/rabbitmq-email) makes SMTP and
AMQP interoperate. It can convert incoming emails to AMQP messages, consume AMQP
messages and send out emails.

9.6.

Alignment with the WMDA Search & Match Service

EMDIS has currently some benefits in the donor search:



EMDIS search results are always up-to-date. WMDA S&M (BMDW) is not being refreshed on
daily basis as some registries do weekly or monthly updates.
EMDIS has active search process with notifications.
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Some registries provide all donor data only to patient-specific searches, but not to WMDA
Search & Match.
Unavailable donors might be handled differently. Donor data provided to Search & Match
Service is not assigned to a specific patient.

However as Search & Match Service improves, in EMDIS, we should replace the distributed search
with a unified comprehensive matching service. One integrated donor pool to select donors from
would be optimal. This would reduce the amount of different communication channels to one and
we would have single source of truth.
WMDA should provide that under reasonable conditions (technical accessibility and reliability, up-todate data, cost). In EMDIS, the registry to registry communication (R2R) paradigm remains
unchanged, protocol may be modernized.
The Appendix C demonstrates pilot projects for integration with the global search engine.

9.7.

Gaps in the Communication Matrix

9.7.1. EMDIS
Results of the survey participants shown the gaps in the EMDIS communication matrix have various
reasons and are not related to the technology being used. EMDIS registries want to keep control over
established registry-to-registry connections. This means new members of the network cannot be
automatically connected to all other members.
9.7.2. EMDIScord
However the technology upgrade may bring big difference to EMDIScord protocol. EMDIScord
mirroring is used to replicate (cord blood) data from one registry to another and keep the copy upto-date. The remote registry can run real-time comprehensive upfront search on the copy of the
dataset of the remote registry. This is being used by several registries such as NMDP, ZKRD, Anthony
Nolan, France, Italy, Prometheus hub, etc. and has big impact on the volume of exchanged products
between registries. The key difference to classic EMDIS is the mirroring is not patient case related
and the registry publishes the same data to all partners. From technology point of view, it is not very
practical the mirroring happens in the peer-to-peer network. We have to admit:



there is a technology barrier to establish EMDIScord connection between two registries,
because it is not practical to replicate date in the peer-to-peer network.
the EMDIScord protocol is limited only to cord blood data.

The solution to these problems is an open data replication platform for both adult donor and cord
blood data. Once the file is published to the platform, it is available to all subscribers, so the problem
of gaps in the EMDIScord Communication Matrix is resolved.
A registry that has possibility to run upfront search on the up-to-date dataset of the remote registry,
does not need to receive EMDIS donor search results anymore.
Appendix D demonstrates Inventory Exchange projects.
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Wider adoption

WMDA could provide web-based software for non-EMDIS registries and market it as WMDA Connect.
The software can be developed from scratch or WMDA may partner with a software provider that
develops such solutions.
This will bring benefits for existing EMDIS registries, such as standardization of communication also
with non-EMDIS partners. But it will also bring new challenges that are related to the problem of
gaps in the communication matrix.
•

Yes, but only if the agent (e.g. WMDA SMC) not only facilitates the requesting but also
guarantees the payment for requested services.

•

For financial reasons and due to solvability issues of some small registries, we have a
process of prepayment or financial commitment implemented to go through for each
request.

•

But this would need clearly defined responsibilities

•

Yes, assuming we have all legal and contractual obligations met.

•

Checking process would be required for irregular customers.

•

We’d need flexibility and oversight to choose which registries to connect.

Most demanded registries to join EMDIS (P, TK, CN, IN) have local registry systems and could benefit
from an easy connection to EMDIS, that is actually available to anyone interested in. The
maintenance of system is run by members on voluntary basis and all the implementation/changes
are democratically and transparently decided by the community.

9.9.

Missing functionality

Majority of EMDIS registries request:



Mapping of the whole donor-workup/transplant/follow-up process into structured messages
(according to the EMDIS request-response paradigm).
Possibility to send documents (PDF files)

WMDA/EMDIS Data Dictionary can be extended by the whole donor-workup/transplant/follow-up
process. To achieve this, new expert working groups that include not only EMDIS registries must be
established. This is out of the scope of this paper, as we focus mainly on updates of the technology.
As discussed in the XML chapter, the XML file format may overcome some limitations of FML and can
bring new functionality (e.g. GL strings).
Appendix E demonstrates some new functionality projects.

9.10. GDPR
EMDIS Survey did give clear answer how to proceed with GDPR issues. They must be discussed
together with WMDA Information Security and Privacy Committee.
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Conclusion

The goal of this whitepaper was to propose way forward to develop EMDIS protocol into new version
(EMDIS 4.0 or EMDIS Connect). It has discussed challenges of EMDIS based on results of the EMDIS
survey. It proposes solutions to upgrade EMDIS to a modern communication platform that meets
expectations of all stakeholders in the WMDA community, including EMDIS and non-EMDIS registries,
registries that want to keep existing IT systems and registries that develop new systems, search
coordinators and technical people. Such development cannot be done via standard EMDIS
Implementation Packages, therefore it is expected some EMDIS members will implement new
technologies faster than others. All proposed technologies are modern, but as easy as possible to
adopt for existing EMDIS registries. We have also shown backward compatibility for EMDIS registries
that do not want to switch to new technologies.
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Appendix A - Demo: RabbitMQ

12.1. Demo: Replacement of EMDIS emails by RabbitMQ messages
In this demo we show one design option how to replace EMDIS emails by RabbitMQ messages. But
there are other options as well. Detail technical explanation of RabbitMQ is out of the scope of this
paper. The queue design shown in the demo screenshots below are from a demo system and are
subject to change at a later implementation.
RabbitMQ offers web-based management tool where administrator can define new participants and
do configuration of the system.

Image: RabbitMQ Management UI
In EMDIS we have the e-mail subject that:



is used to distinguish a data message from so called meta message (technical message)
includes unique sequence number that is useful to check if there are holes in the message
sequence

In RabbitMQ management tool, administrator can create queues. Queue is a container for messages.
Queues are the final destinations for messages before being picked up by recipients (consumers),
therefore queue is something like an email box in EMDIS.
In this demo, we have created two queues for each registry. One queue is used for data messages
and the second for meta messages (resend requests, acknowledgements).
Content (payload) of the message is PGP encrypted text similar to what we have now in the email
body. There is also a message header that already contains automatically assigned globally unique ID
of the message (something we don't have in EMDIS), that can be extended with additional tags. We
added tags that we now include in the email subject or email recipient. Three additional items are:
sending_node=IT
seq_num=1234
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receiving_node=CZ
All of them are listed just for backward compatibility and may be removed in the future. Sender may
also add additional optional items such as
subject=EMDIS:IT:1234
and message type of meta messages
msg_type=ACK
We have created Direct exchange type, so sender can send messages directly to recipient based on a
routing key. This corresponds to our registry-to-registry communication needs. So called bindings
link exchanges to queues by simple rules ("if the recipient of a message is registry A, put the message
to the queue of registry A").

Image: Demo of binding for EMDIS for three registries DV, DX and TX.
Exchange emdis_X is used for data messages and exchange emdis_meta_X for meta messages.
Routing key is the name of EMDIS node.
That's all we have done regarding design of RabbitMQ messaging. Of course some ECS rules are
redundant to RabbitMQ features, so the solution could be improved. For example RabbitMQ
guarantees delivery of messages in the right order, so we don't need sequence numbers anymore.
Also, the PGP encryption may be removed, because the access to the message broker can be
controlled and secured by SSL certificates.
Using the exchange emdis_meta_X, we have set up automated RabbitMQ acknowledgements that
inform sender that the receiving side has received and processed the message. Node A sends the
message to RabbitMQ and RabbitMQ confirms it has been queued. If Node B listens to the queue (is
online), it immediately downloads the message, stores it in local database and Node B actively sends
acknowledgement (similar to MSG_ACK as defined by ECS) that the message has been downloaded.
Communication between the registry and RabbitMQ broker can be secured by SSL certificates, but
also the content can be encrypted by PGP as it is now being done in EMDIS (and is also used by
WMDA Search & Match).
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12.2. Demo: Hosting of the RabbitMQ message broker
We have downloaded and installed the RabbitMQ software on multiple platforms: Linux Debian,
Docker and Mac mini. All of them worked well. We have used local RabbitMQ installation for internal
testing at individual registries. Therefore, one possible hosting solution would be a central authority
like WMDA hosting the RabbitMQ broker software at its server. The authority will have to guarantee
security, accessibility and scalability of the system.
As alternative hosting solution, we have used cloud solution in order to demonstrate data exchange
between two registries. CloudAMQP (www.cloudamqp.com) is an example of RabbitMQ as a Service.
For our demonstration, we have used development shared instance of RabbitMQ called Little Lemur
that is provided free of charge. It is limited to:




Maximally 20 connections (registries) and 100 message queues.
Maximally 10 thousand queued messages that are stored maximally for 28 days before being
picked up by recipients.
Maximally 1 million messages per month.

For our demonstration purposes, this is more than enough. For production usage a regular fee would
be required. For example for 299 USD per month, the dedicated instance of RabbitMQ called Roaring
Rabbit is limited to:



8000 connections (registries)
20 thousand messages per second

This is more than enough for the whole EMDIS/WMDA community with lot of reserve for the future.
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12.3. Demo: Implementation of RabbitMQ messaging for EMDIS in
ESTER/Prometheus
In this demo, RabbitMQ messaging has been implemented in ESTER (EsterB2B). Search coordinator
has entered patient into Prometheus system (dummy registry DV) and sent the message to another
registry (DX). ESTER middleware has redirected the message to RabbitMQ, instead of email servers.
The message was immediately received on the other side by EsterB2B, then presented to the search
coordinator in another Prometheus instance (DX). The communication in the other direction worked
smoothly as well. There was no development work in the local registry system (Prometheus).
Similarly, another registry system using ESTER (e.g. Australia) would be able to switch to RabbitMQ
with no development effort. We would like to repeat that 2/3 of EMDIS members use ESTER
software.

Image: Message to registry DX in the queue before being picked up by the registry.

12.4. Demo: Implementation of RabbitMQ messaging for EMDIS in other system
In this demo, the Italian registry implemented RabbitMQ messaging in their PHP application and
exchanged the message with another registry using ESTER.
Marco Vitale:






Overall experience: RabbitMQ - it's the broker and it seems a really good choice.
Client tools: I'm using PHP as programming language and php-amqplib as client
(https://github.com/php-amqplib/php-amqplib)
First test: I've sent a message to a previously created queue. Everything seems OK ...
Time spent: How much time did it take you to achieve this? 2 days ..
Was it difficult?: RabbitMQ is not so difficult to implement if you understand the jargon.
They also have a lot of tutorials ..

We have successfully exchanged EMDIS messages in both directions. We were also able to read
additional tags in the message header that guarantee backward compatibility to ECS.
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Appendix B - Demo: XML

13.1. Demo: Replacement of FML by XML
Conversion of “FML Scheme” to XML Scheme can be quite straightforward, with just few design
decisions (e.g. FML BLOCK concept). File format of the WMDA SM upload service is an example of
XML Scheme based on the EMDIS Data Dictionary.
As the RabbitMQ message payload (content), we can send any textual or binary data, so the message
can be transmitted as FML, XML, JSON or any content encoding we need (e.g. PGP encrypted
FML/XML). If the encoding type is standardized (XML or JSON), we may benefit from many open
source client convertors that automatically convert messages (objects) to the output encoding. We
have successfully tested Java Spring convertor to XML and JSON.

Image: Patient update (PAT_UPD) message in RabbitMQ, automatically converted to JSON.
Other option is to simply benefit from the layered architecture of EMDIS. It means replacement of
FML parser by XML parser, with no impact on the communication channel (email or RabbitMQ) and
no impact on the local registry system.
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Appendix C - Demo: Search & Match API

14.1. Demo: Patient API
At the November 2018 Minneapolis meeting WMDA launched prototype patient Application
Programming Interface (API). The patient API provides a secure interface to allow users to
automatically pass relevant patient details between their organisation’s own systems and the WMDA
Search & Match web site. The goal is to reduce manual data entry and provide a quicker, less errorprone way of conducting a donor search using the WMDA Search & Match system.
Danny Attias has shown demo where he was able to enter new patient record to local registry
system that was uploaded to WMDA Search & Match via API [3].

Image: New patient being created in Anthony Nolan System, then uploaded to WMDA Search &
Match Service via API...

Image: ... and visible in WMDA Search & Match Service web UI.
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But this is not enough to replace EMDIS donor search. In order to get similar functionality as EMDIS
preliminary donor search, we need to get search results back to the local system.

14.2. Demo: Search & Match Service - OptiMatch API
WMDA Search & Match Service (front-end) uses search engine OptiMatch from ZKRD (back-end).
OptiMatch is wrapped into OptiMAS (OptiMatch As a Service) and managed via comprehensive API
that allows to insert and update patient, get search report and monitor match queue. OptiMAS is
being used not only by WMDA Search & Match Service, but is available to other software systems
that can implement the API. WMDA Search & Match Service runs its own instance of OptiMAS with
global dataset.
In this demo, Prometheus system has implemented key API functions of OptiMAS to demonstrate
that:






A registry software system can be integrated with the global search engine, can upload
patient and get back search results (raw data).
The registry software system integrates search results (raw data) with additional data it has
(EMDIS communication, registry private data of national donors, etc.)
A search coordinator can use custom-made tools in the registry software system to display
and filter search results, add advices for transplant center and create customized search
report with registry header.
The registry software system can continue the work to activate potential donor via registryto-registry EMDIS communication.

Image: Search results from OptiMAS being displayed in Prometheus.
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Appendix D - Demo: Inventory Exchange

15.1. Demo: Data mirroring via Amazon AWS
In January 2015 Glen Pearson from the Australian Bone Marrow Donor Registry (ABMDR) has
proposed alternative way how EMDIS registries can mirror cord blood and donor data in the
document "Donor Mirroring: Some Alternatives". As part of this effort, ABMDR has proposed XML
Schema that was later adopted by WMDA Search & Match (XML Schema version 1.0). ABMDR has
also written another document "Inventory Exchange: Functional Specification and System Design"
that describes technical details.
ABMDR has set up Amazon S3 cloud service (https://aws.amazon.com/s3) for file sharing. Files have
been provided in XML file format version 1.0 only once via single communication link and encrypted
by public PGP keys of intended recipients. It means the data owner had control over the distribution
of its dataset to partners.
This solution has been presented at WMDA Minneapolis meetings. It has been demonstrated as a
proof of concept.

Image: Inventory Exchange: Functional Specification and System Design (Jan 2015, ABMDR)

15.2. Demo: Data mirroring via NextCloud
Similarly, ZKRD has set up NextCloud service (https://nextcloud.com/) for file sharing that is being
used for file exchange between ZKRD and Prometheus hub. Instead of many peer-to-peer
connections, partners need to maintain only one link to the cloud repository for synchronization of
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both cord blood data and adult donor data, but have still control over accessibility of data via PGP
encryption.
There are also other platforms being used between EMDIS members, such as FTP file exchange, but
we don't consider them as state-of-the-art solutions.
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Appendix E - Demo: New functionality

16.1. Demo: Secure sending of PDF files over RabbitMQ
To demonstrate the new messaging platform brings additional features for search coordinators, we
want to make a demo of a file sending functionality. The idea is to make a demo function of sending
of files between two systems. It is proof of concept for binary file communication via RabbitMQ. If
users find file sending functionality useful, we may develop it to production functionality.

16.2. Demo: Patient case related secure instant messaging over RabbitMQ
We would like to show to EMDIS members that modern B2B messaging platform has benefits not
only to IT staff, but also to search coordinators. They cannot use unsecure emails to exchange free
text messages. In order to demonstrate the RabbitMQ brings additional features, we want to make a
demo of a real-time functionality. The idea is to make a demo function of instant messaging between
two systems. It is proof of concept for real-time communication via RabbitMQ. If users find instant
messaging functionality useful, we may develop into production functionality.

